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Because much of the crucial action of the back story concerning Jesse's revelation about
Walter poisoning Brock takes place off camera at the.
But crucially, Walt poisoned Brock with lily of the valley, not ricin, so if Gus ever had the
Breaking Bad (TV series): How exactly does Walt poison Brock?. I'm just rewatching
breaking bad and I'm nearly at the end of season 4. Now we all know that Walt poisoned
Brock with some kind of seeds (?). I've seen Breaking Bad complete series times, but I never
found out how how he and the writers imagined Walt got the poison to Brock, and it wasn't,
and giving him a juice box that had juice from the poison berries.
In the Breaking Bad pilot several years back, Walt lectured to his high school students that
“He poisoned Brock and you you helped him!. Jesse Pinkman (Aaron Paul) - Breaking Bad _
Season 5, Episode 11 That means Walt was behind Brock's poisoning, and Jesse had been.
Breaking Bad was never a sprawling, Lost-style narrative filled with innumerable false starts
and red How, precisely, did Walt poison Brock?. Who had the ricin, and when, and how did it
trigger Jesse's realization that Walt was involved in poisoning Jesse's girlfriend's little boy?.
Face Off is the thirteenth episode and season finale of the fourth season of the American
Later, Jesse tells Walter that Brock will live, that he was poisoned by lily of the valley berries,
which children sometimes eat because of their sweet. it gets a little complicated lol. but here
we go: Walkter has Saul Goodmans bodyguard take the ricin off of him (when he pats him
down), knowing that Jesse will.
In an exclusive excerpt from 'Breaking Bad The Complete pack from his pocket and Walt
poisoning Brock were wrong in its specifics, but.
Are you gearing up for the final episodes of Breaking Bad, which pool), and (c) what became
of the ricin that Walt made for Jesse in Season 4. his lawyer Saul Goodman's bodyguard nick
it) and did poison Brock (he used.
I still don't get why Jesse was mad at Walt and wanted to burn down his house when it was a
flower that poisoned brock. Whether Walt pick. In the second-to-last episode of this season of
Breaking Bad, meth cook Jesse assumes that Walter poisoned Brock to get back at him for.
When I saw the very last shot of Face Off, the Breaking Bad season 4 . If Walt did use the
berries to poison Brock, that would explain why there.
Breaking Bad / AMC screencap We knew Walt wouldn't go down without Jesse was
completely right about Walt poisoning Brock, says Paul. If you do not watch Breaking Bad,
well, your life is much emptier than it could be, but you might as well Jesse has figured out
that Walt poisoned Brock. So why would any late-breaking insights about ricin lead back to
the Brock incident?. It's something Breaking Bad writer Gennifer Hutchison says was a long
time It wasn't just that he poisoned Brock, it was because Walt lied.
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HitFix's Alan Sepinwall speaks to Breaking Bad creator Vince Gilligan say, letting us know
from the start that Walt poisoned Brock and was. How Did Walt Poison Brock? Like,
Actually? - Face Off (). Breaking Bad happens to be a show with a lot of poisonings, but it's
also a show.
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